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My Fraters 

 

How has our endeavor been with the challenge of the 40-day 

devotional?? Again, my failure at achieving one solid hour a day is 

still my constant companion, however I can say there is not a day 

that goes by that I do not reflect and pray, and in doing it I find 

myself more and more able to do and say the right things without 

the fear of the consequences, regardless of what they seem to 

perhaps be. Remember the adage no good deed goes unpunished? 

Never let those consequences steer you wrong.   

 

October is here and I am enjoying the cooler days and evenings. 

The days ae getting shorter and the nights longer and colder and our 

Masonic year is in full swing. The holiday season is about to begin, 

school are in sessions, our lives are busy, full of events; school 

events, church, masonic, charitable, and the list goes on and on and 

on, The question is as always, are we planning and scheduling 

better? Always keep this in mind, as time has a habit of running out 

and events tend to build up and sneak up on us. We must be 

diligent, not only to plan and schedule, but also to notify those you 

need to contact when some event cannot be made, for they may 

have been depending on you. 

 

Now also related to scheduling, are you preparing for the coming 

winter? New snow shovel procured? How about salt for the walk or 

kitty litter in the car, even a shovel for the car? Have extra blankets 

stashed? Is your heater checked out and perhaps have a couple of 

space heaters on hand? These things should not be last minute 

items for they might not be available during that first snowstorm. 

  

  

 

    

     

  

These may seem trivial matters, but yet are important. You might be 

the one who needs these things or perhaps having these things might 

help someone in need who was less prepared. Judge them not, it is 

easy to say they should have been prepared, and this is true they 

should have, but how many times have we truly been prepared for 

such circumstances? In my case not always. Isn’t it true that is the 

case for many things in life, especially the ultimate, are we prepared 

to meet Our Lord? 

 

I hope you take these words to heart, prepare yourselves and your 

family and friends for these things, after all it does help us learn and 

grow. I also hope you continue with that 40-day challenge maybe 

you have completed it if you have made it a habit, if you have not 

continued to try, you will not be disappointed. God Bless 

 

                              William D. Stephey Jr 

                                       R.E.G.C 
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